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RMIS AI
Streamlining your insurance and claims management with Archer
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Risk management is a crucial element of any business strategy. Financial pressures are forcing companies to inspect how risk is either prevented or 

mitigated as much as possible to reduce any unnecessary impact.  When a risk event happens, most often it is a direct reflection of how well 

controls are operating.  However, companies encounter difficulties tracking incidents that lead to insurance claims due to complex operations, 

non-standardized reporting, poor record-keeping, and delays in reporting.  Also, the many insurance policies that help transfer risk and cover 

losses are difficult to track and map to assets in an organization.  All of this is exacerbated when you rely on manual processes, disparate systems 

or spreadsheets to manage such an important aspect of your risk management program.  A modern Risk Management Information System not 

only improves how well you are covering risk exposures via insurance but provides valuable insight into the effectiveness of controls within your 

operations.
With Archer RMIS AI, you can streamline your insurance claims and incident processes, organize your insurance 

program and gain critical inputs to improve your overall risk management strategy.

• Proactive decision-making: By tracking incidents and identifying systemic problems, you can make informed 

decisions to improve controls to mitigate potential issues before an impact to the business.

• Reduced costs: By analyzing your operational incidents, you can optimize your policy coverages to match your 

business, saving money along the way.

• Enhanced resilience: A robust loss management framework brings insight to operational events and helps you 

better prepare and bounce back quickly from unexpected events.

• Improved performance: By analyzing losses, incidents and claims, you can make the right decisions within your 

operations to achieve your strategic goals.

Optimizing your incident, claims and insurance process is a key part of protecting your 

business against losses that affect the bottom line.
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It’s a risky world…so what are you going to do about it?
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Purpose Built for Risk 

Management
How does Archer RMIS AI help you?

ORCHESTRATE YOUR INSURANCE 

AND CLAIMS PROGRAM

RMIS AI takes a simple approach to 

streamlining your incident, claims 

and insurance processes.  You can 
centralize data, automate these 

processes, collect timely, actionable 

information and drive risk-based 

business decisions.

ENGAGE YOUR OPERATIONS

RMIS AI delivers a streamlined 

user experience for first line 
business users to report 

incidents, file claims 

and provide input into your 

program.

INTEGRATE INTO YOUR 

INFRASTRUCTURE

RMIS AI enables you to 

consolidate policy 

and claims data from carriers 
and brokers into one system 

so you can analyze and 

draw insights from across the 

program.

INFORM YOUR ORGANIZATION

With premiums, trend analysis on 

incidents and claims, and 

performance metrics at your fingertips, 

you can provide insights to your 

business and optimize your risk 

mitigation strategies.

Your choices are straightforward when 

it comes to tackling this crucial element 

of your risk management 

strategy.  Spreadsheets and manual 

processes will never keep up with the 

data and the business.

Our integrated AI solution is focused on delivering your core 

requirements and insights without the complexity and over-

design of traditional RMIS platforms.

• Create an Intelligent, sustainable and agile program for 

insurance, claims and incident management.
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You need a platform 

that is in intelligent, 

simple to deploy, easy 

to use and configured 

to your needs.

• Improve visibility by consolidating data and 

enabling analytics to optimize your risk 

mitigation strategies.

• Drive efficiency for both your 

risk managers and analysts and 

your business operations.
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Leveraging RMIS in your Risk Management Strategy

Centralize your 

insurance policies, surety 

bonds and exposure 

data

Track all claim details 

in one place – from 

intake to closure.

Streamline workflows 

and reporting across 

your program

Capture incidents to act 

fast and prevent future 

issues.

Visualize your data 

to analyze trends 

across premiums, claims 

and incidents

Consolidate data from 

carriers and brokers 

through data integrations

Experience matters when it comes to managing 

risk. Archer has been focused solely on risk 

management and helping organizations for over 20 

years.  We have built our reputation on leading the 

industry delivering innovative solutions to emerging 

challenges while building a strong, sustainable integrated 

approach to risk management.

Archer RMIS AI is an intuitive and cost-

effective solution for insurance and 

exposure data management, 

claims management, and incident 

reporting.

Download an eBook 

about Archer RMIS AI

FLEXIBLE, NO-CODE CONFIGURABLE Software-as-a-Service SOLUTION

Archer RMIS gives you all the functionality you need without the complexity of 

traditional RMIS platforms.
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The Ideal Solution for You

With centralized data, 

automated workflows, easy to use 

reporting and advanced analytics, 

you can create a program that 

is sustainable, high value, and 

crucial to your risk management 

strategy.

https://go.archerirm.com/Archer_RMIS_AI
https://go.archerirm.com/Archer_RMIS_AI
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About Archer
With more than 20 years of experience, Archer is solely 

dedicated to helping organizations manage risk, ensure 

compliance and meet emerging challenges that may stand in 

the way of success. Working with the largest pure risk 

management community globally, we partner with more than 

1,200 customers of all sizes and industries.  At Archer, we help 

our customers not by building a wall around their business but 

by building a bridge to their next opportunity.

For more information visit us at: www.ArcherIRM.com

@ArcherIRM Archer Integrated Risk Management
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